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Animal Photographs and Negatives, 1910-1940

Box 1: Thoroughbred Sires
Photos of 205 thoroughbred sires by L. S. Sutcliffe

Box 2: Horses #1
Photos of horses and desired usages of them in front of album. Individual and group horse pictures in back of album

Box 3: Horse Book #2
University of Illinois owned horses shown working and on exhibition

Box 4: Meat
Show different cuts of meat from livestock of all kinds

Box 5: Swine #1
Another beautiful pictorial insight into swine and the swine ghetto, including pictures of Royal Superbus, Cozy Lookout, Giant Maid and Happy Widow

Box 6: Swine Book #2
An excellent pictorial study of swine:
Class - Mammalia
Order - Artiodactyla
Family - Suidae
Genus and species - Sus scrofa
Sharp photos of pig feeders and pig dwellings. Good material for a thesis on cultural deprivation in pigs and substandard living

Box 7: Livestock Extension Book
Horses used as field workers. Some pig dwellings. Contests with horses pulling weights

Box 8: Horses: Negatives #2-283

Box 9: Horses: Negatives #284-543

Box 10: Horses: Negatives #544-779 and No Prints; Beef Cattle Negatives #1-27
Box 11: Beef Cattle: Negatives #27-247A
Box 12: Beef Cattle: Negatives #248-480
Box 13: Beef Cattle: Negatives #481-1008
Box 14: Beef Cattle: Negatives #1009-1724
Box 15: Beef Cattle: Negatives #1736-1854; Swine: Negatives #1-319
Box 16: Swine: Negatives #320-995
Box 17: Swine: Negatives #1030-1198; Meat: Negatives #2-179
Box 18: Meat: Negatives #181-379; Miscellaneous Negatives
Box 19: Miscellaneous Negatives; Sheep Breeds (Numerical by breed)
Box 20: Sheep; Beef Cattle Large Plates: Negatives #3-127
Box 21: Swine Projects, 1018 to 1022, Prints and Negatives
Box 22: Swine Projects, 1022 to 1033, Prints and Negatives
Box 23: Sheep Book #1, Prints #1-18

University of Illinois owned sheep shown in experimental situations, as carcasses and on exhibition

Box 24: Sheep Book #2, Prints

University of Illinois owned sheep shown on exhibition and as carcasses

Box 25: Cattle Book #1, Prints

University of Illinois owned cattle shown on exhibition and in feed lots.

Box 26: Cattle [Book #2], Prints, unbound

University of Illinois owned cattle shown on exhibition and in feed lots.
Box 27: Cattle Book #3, Prints

University of Illinois owned cattle shown on exhibition and in feed lots and silo construction.